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Principal’s
Message
Compassvale Primary School has always prided
ourselves on providing a well-rounded and quality
education for our students - one that is strongly
anchored on character building and provides
varied and authentic learning experiences for our
students in the cognitive, aesthetics, physical,
social and moral domains. In Semester 1 of 2015, the school continues
to progress well with this strong focus on student-centric, values-driven
education in both the academic and co-curricular domains.
Significant national events like the passing of our founding Prime Minister
Mr Lee Kuan Yew, the SG50 Celebrations and Singapore’s hosting of
the 28th SEA Games, are leveraged to provide the impetus for greater
and deeper learning in our students. Coupled with the school’s very own
key events like the IN UNISON VI Concert and Sports Carnival, we are
confident that Compassvalites will find meaning and purpose in coming to
school and cherish the joy of learning and these memorable moments with
their schoolmates, many years down the road.
To commemorate Singapore’s Golden Jubilee, the school has engaged
Compassvalites in a series of learning experiences throughout the
year to guide them in reflecting on our nation-building journey together,
celebrating what makes us Singaporean, and inspiring action to contribute
to Singapore’s future. For example, in this term, a set of “Building My SG”
building bricks from the Ministry of Education has been given to every
student. This special, 244-piece Lego set offers many meaningful and
creative opportunities for students to learn about some of Singapore’s
representative landmarks like the Changi Airport, their historical
significance and the continued progress of Singapore. Going forward, we
hope our students and the parents will also use these building bricks to
collaborate and imagine, design and build the Singapore of their future
together.
Earlier last term, our P4 students proudly represented the number “48”
using their school bags for the “50 Days to SEA Games Countdown” video.
Subsequently, this video was selected to be featured in the Official SEA
Games Website and has appeared in Youtube and Facebook Page as well.
Compassvalites also participated in the school assembly programmes on
SEA Games and were present at the games venues to render their support
for Team Singapore.
In the cognitive domain of learning, the school has scaled up its Applied
Learning Programme (Robotics) and Learning for Life Programme
(Aesthetics) as part of its strategies to develop 21st competencies in
students. Our students have also performed creditably in inter-schools
subject-based competitions. In the aesthetics domain, the performance
of the 351 participants in the school’s IN UNISON VI Concert has
been outstanding and demonstrates the high level of confidence
that Compassvalites have in them to soar to their highest potential.
Compassvalites have also performed well in sports – winning honours
while demonstrating exemplary sportsmanship.
The school will continue its focus on building the capacity of its teachers
and developing curriculum innovations to enhance teaching and learning
practices in the academic, co-curricular and SEL domains. Through these
developments, we aim to facilitate students’ holistic development, develop
strong teacher-student relationship, promote character and citizenship
education and build 21st century competencies in our students. In this
regard, we are glad to share that although the school is only in its second
year of implementing the Programme for Active Learning (PAL -P1 & P2),
our team of PAL teachers was selected to showcase its good practices at
the recent MOE PAL Conference 2015. This is indeed a strong affirmation
of our teaching staff’s professionalism in bringing out the best in our
students.
The school will also continue to strengthen its partnerships with
key stakeholders and parents through broadening and deepening
collaboration to provide our students with opportunities for participating in
Values In Action (VIA) programmes. Focus will be on students living out
core values through age-appropriate and sustained experiential learning,
with activities that reinforce learning through discussion and reflection.
On this note, we are grateful to our students’ parents for their continuing
strong support and understanding as we work in collaboration to realise
our vision of enabling every Compassvalite to be Soaring Individual,
Serving Citizen.
Warmest Regards & Best Wishes
Mr Chua Choon Guan
Principal
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S TUD E N T A CH IE V E M EN T S
Taekwondo Success!
Lua Weiyi Jolene from Primary 5-2 has done
us proud again in this year’s National Primary
Schools Taekwondo Championships. Her slick
moves that were strong and decisive wowed the
judges in the Poomsae Junior Division Female
Poom Belt category and she was awarded the
Gold medal for her efforts. In the Kyorugi Junior
Division Female Poom Belt under 28kg Category, she
proved to be invincible and defeated all her opponents to ultimately clinch the Gold
medal as well. Jolene’s double Gold medals also ensured that Compassvale Primary
School was awarded 4th position National Overall in the Junior Female Taekwondo
Category! Fantastic job, Jolene and congratulations!

Singapore Mathematical Olympiad For Primary Schools
Teng Jia Jun Louis and Toh Yan Chi, both from P6-2,
did the school proud by clinching the bronze awards
in the Singapore Mathematical Olympiad for Primary
Schools 2015. Organised by Hwa Chong Institution,
this competition aims to generate greater interest in
Mathematics among our students. It also provides
an excellent opportunity for our students to identify
and explore their talent in Mathematics.

SG50 Pantun Writing Competition

Nur Haziyah Bte Ramli from P6-4 has emerged
as the first runner up among the 150 other
contestants for the SG50 Pantun Writing
Competition. This competition was organised
by the Malay Language Centre of Singapore in
conjunction with Singapore’s 50th Anniversary
Celebration.
Pantun is a Malay traditional poetic form of
oral expression. Nur Haziyah wrote about Mr
Zubir Bin Said, Madam Som Said (a pioneering
award winning Malay dance choreographer)
and Mr Fandi Ahmad in her pantun. Her pantun
was published in a book together with other
pantuns composed by the top 30 winners of the
competition.

taken with Mr
A photo of Nur Haziyah
ister of Education,
Heng Swee Keat, Min
and her parents.

Nur Haziyah was also invited to present her
pantun at the prize giving ceremony during the
Malay Language Seminar in June 2015. Apart
from Nur Haziyah, Natasha from P4-1 and Nurul
Farhanah from P5-6A also represented the
school in the competition.
Congratulations to Nur
Haz

Netball Eagles Soaring High

iyah for emerging
as the first runner-up!

For this year’s North Zone Inter-Schools Netball
Championship, both our Senior and Junior
Netball girls have done our school proud again by doing very well in their respective
groupings. The Senior and Junior Teams clinched
the 3rd and 1st positions
respectively and have
qualified for the InterSchools
National
Tournament in Term 3
Our girls did their
very best during the
competition where they
displayed commendable
sportsmanship in every
game.
The
players
showed tenacity and
resilience when they
were playing against
stronger opponent and
won graciously.
We wish our Netball Teams all
the best!

S CH O OL EV ENTS
Prefects’ Investiture

SEA Games 2015
Countdown
Compassvale Primary School proudly presented the
number 48 for the 50 Days to SEA Games Countdown
and our video was featured in the Official SEA Games
Website, Youtube and Facebook Page.

On 25th March 2015, the school held its annual Prefects’
Investiture. The Prefects’ Investiture is a ceremony to appoint all
our prefects into their roles for the year. In this ceremony, the Head
Prefect and Vice-Head Prefects from Primary 5 and 6 were also
invested. They were selected by students, teachers and school
leaders based on their leadership qualities, work responsibility
and compassion towards their peers. This meaningful event was
also a milestone for Primary 4 to Primary 6 student leaders, as
they formally pledged their commitment to lead and serve the
school.
As significant role models, the prefects are expected to uphold
the school values as they discharge their duties diligently.
Working together, they strive to achieve our school vision,
Soaring Individuals, Serving Citizens.
As the student leaders embarked on their leadership journey,
we hope they will realise their full potential and continue
to grow, aspire and excel in Compassvale Primary School.
Congratulations to all!

Sports Carnival 2015
The annual Sports Carnival was organized on the last day of Term
1. The much awaited carnival was a roaring success. Guests
from SengKang Health also participated in the carnival and
joined in the fun. The Upper Primary students competed against
one another as they represented their four House
Colours. The students
were able to pit their
skills in sports such as
Basketball, Captain’s
Ball,
Football
and
Sprints. They
also
took to the dance floor
and showed off their
moves at the iPEC,
grooving to the beats
of modern pop songs
while exercising vigorously. Students also
tested their individual psychomotor skills
at the 10 skills stations around the school.
The Inter-Staff & PV event, which was the
students’ favourite, was very exciting and
thrilling. The students cheered loudly for
their teachers and parent volunteers as
goals after goals were scored. The finale
event was deafening as the students
cheered their voices hoarse to ensure that they gave their best in
the Cheer Competition. The carnival ended with the Red House
clinching its first ever Sports Champion Trophy while the Yellow
House retained its crown as the Cheer Champion. We thank the
staff and parent volunteers of Compassvale Primary School for
making the 12th Sports Carnival a memorable and enjoyable
experience for all.
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Number 48 was selected because the school has a total
of 48 classes annually from P1 to P6. The students are
the heartbeat of the school and every class is important,
hence the school would like every class to be represented
in the number 48.
School bags were used in the formation because the
school bags, like our students, have been synonymous
with education in Singapore. It reflects the education
landscape whereby curriculum and demands are
constantly changing. The school bags’ designs evolve
over the years, mirroring the change in education and
students’ needs. Education is necessary and similarly, the
school bag is also integral to a student’s life. Every child
carries a school bag to school and the bag is unique to the
child, just like how each student is unique and important
to the school. The school bag represents education,
evolution, individuality and hope - hope that comes with
knowledge acquisition.
The following are the links to the video:
1. SEA GAMES- https://www.seagames2015.com/get-involved/thefinal-countdown/48-days-to-go-compassvale-primary-cheers-on-seagames-with-school-bags
2. Youtube- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTGXR4XWwSg
3. Facebook- https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10579951242
17239&id=503423966341027

S CH O O L E VEN T S
Chinese New Year Celebration 2015
Staff and students of
Compassvale Primary School
immersed themselves in
a festive mood as they
celebrated Chinese New Year
2015. The students enjoyed
the lion dance display as well
as other performances put up
by our Chinese dancers and
Wushu members. The classbased activities also gave our
non-Chinese
students a better
understanding
of the Chinese
culture in the
Chinese zodiac
Year of the
Goat. It was
indeed a fun and
memorable day
for all staff and
students!

2015 Chingay NE Parade
Our P6 students attended an exclusive “Chingay NE
Parade Show” on 14 February 2015. It was a special
and memorable day for them. Not only were they given
the opportunity to learn and understand the history and
development of Singapore in an artistic and cultural setting,
they were also able to be part of the SG50 Celebration
and to express their love and wishes for the nation’s 50th
Birthday.

Performance by Wushu

members

Students participating in the Traditional Word
Cutting activity

P1 & P2 Stage Presentation 2015
On 24 and 29 April 2015,
students from Primary 1 and
2 staged their presentations
as an extension to their
Mastery in Communication
Skills (MICS) programme.
The objectives of the
presentations
were
to
strengthen
the
pupils’
confidence and enhance
their communication skills.

Our students were encouraged to vote for their desired
values and vision that they deem to be the most important
for the continued development and growth of Singapore.
In addition, students also penned down their hopes and
dreams on pink leaf-shaped cards which they put up on the
Singapore Trees of Hopes.

SMS Ms Indranee taking a selfie
our students at the Parade.

with

Compassvalites filled
with joy and
excitement while watchin
g the
performances.

National and Cluster Tamil
Language Competitions 2015
National and Cluster Tamil Language Competitions 2015
Compassvalites have done the school proud in receiving awards
in their participation at the national and cluster Tamil Language
competitions.
Velmurugan Sri Harshidha of Primary 6-1 bagged the 2nd prize in
the National Oratorical Competition organised by the Telok Blangah
Community Centre and a 4th prize in the singing competition.

The
students
worked
tirelessly within their classes for
several weeks in order to put up a good performance. The teachers
were impressed by the amount of enthusiasm displayed and the
talent that the students possessed. They felt it was a wonderful
opportunity for students to explore and realise their potential.
Performing for the first time, the Primary 1 students delivered a
stunning performance that stole the hearts of the audience. It was
a dream come true for the little ones as they performed with gusto
on stage for their parents.
Meanwhile, the Primary 2 students took the presentation a step
further and put up an integrated musical. The eight chapters of the
musical performed by the P2 classes showcased the pupils’ best
efforts and captivated the audience during the entire show.
The splendid performances
by the two levels have helped
our students unleashed their
talents and become more
self-confident. We would
like to thank the students
and staff for their significant
contributions as well as the
supportive parents of our
students for gracing the
occasion and being such a
wonderful audience!

At the cluster level, our students participated in the N3 Cluster Tamil
Language competitions and won prizes in the various categories.
Shamita Balakrishnan

Primary P1-1

Singing CompetitionBronze Award

Velmurugan Sri Harshidha
Nikhita Sathi Kannan
Herald Inbha

Primary P6-1
Primary P6-2
Primary P6-3

Rangoli CompetitionBronze Award

Ravisankar Vishva
Vasundhara Ananthan
Swedha Thangavelu
Ambrish Krishna
Muralitharan Fathima
Shafana

Primary P4-2
Primary P4-2
Primary P5-2
Primary P5-2
Primary P5-4

Drama Competition- Silver
Award

The competitions not only brought out the talents in our students but also
provided a valuable experience to learn the importance of teamwork and
perseverance.

National Tamil Language
Competitions prize winner –
Sri Harshidha
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AE S T H ETICS
In Unison Vi 2015
Our 6th IN UNISON concert was held at
Agape Hall, Paya Lebar Methodist Girls’
School on 28 March 2015. Held biennially,
the sold-out performance served to mark
and celebrate the sustained achievement
of our students in the performing arts.

Student Emcees

Brass Band

A total of 351 students from the performing
arts groups, Wushu and Robotics Club
trained hard to put up an outstanding
performance entitled ‘Those Were The
Days’ in celebration of our nation’s 50
years of nation-building.
The concert opened with a tribute to our
late founding Prime Minister, Mr Lee
Kuan Yew. Our Principal, Mr Chua, led
the audience in observing one minute
of silence as a mark of respect to the
late Mr Lee. Our Guest-of-Honour,
Professor Christopher Cheng, Pro-tem
CEO of Sengkang Health, also shared
his personal admiration for Mr Lee, with
a piece of his artwork on Mr Lee having
breakfast with his wife.
The concert began with the Brass Band
enthralling and enthusing the audience

Harmonica Ensemble

with their dance moves and upbeat
music. The fast tempo was soon followed
by the harmonic music created by the
Harmonica Ensemble members. The
melodious evergreen pieces resonated
with the audience as memories of the
yesteryears came alive. The members
from the Speech and Drama, the
various dance groups and Robotics club

Students’ Reflections on their
Participation in IN UNISON VI
Angela Goh
Band

Learning something new
can be a daunting
task. One of the mo
st challenging things
that I have ever done
was learning to play
Level: P6
a musical instrument
. After five years of
band membership and
participating in three
rounds of IN UNISON
concerts, I feel more
confident of my skills
and I am no longer afra
perform on stage. The
id to
concerts always made
me feel happy
because they were rec
ords of our success.
I am happy for
my band members too
and especially the P2
and P3 new
recruits who had the cou
rage to perform on sta
ge with us. It is
a wonderful feeling wh
en you achieved a goa
l that you had set
for yourself. I did not
give up and my persev
erance paid off.
Thank you Mr Simon Ng
and all band teachers.

Anoushka
Speech &
Drama
Level: P4

4

ance
IN UNISON perform
Being a part of the
and fulfilling
ing
ich
enr
an
h
wit
had provided me
ma
er of the Speech and Dra
experience. As a memb
t
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oug
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Club, my journey started
ortantly,
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and
lot
a
rnt
this period, I have lea
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d that I have developed
strengthened the bon
the club.
the other members in

Actors and actresses from the
Speech & Drama Club

Mother Merlion and Baby Merlion

captivated the audience with snippets of
Singapore’s past and future.
IN UNISON VI has indeed brought out the
spirit of harmony, resilence and progress
of Singapore in its 50 years of nation
building.

A E S TH E T I C S
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Tan Shi Ya
Chinese Dance

Malay Dance

Indian Dance

I was a little nervou
s to
go on stage. However
, I
made sure that I practis
ed
hard and focused on
my
movements so that I wo
uld
not make any mis
take
during the performanc
e.
My friends and I were
very excited
and we were thankful
because the
performance went on
smoothly. Our
teachers were very enc
ouraging. I
would like to thank my
teachers for
giving me the opportu
nity to perform
at the concert. I wish
that I will have
many more opportuniti
es to perform
in future.

Xu Tian Hang
Wushu
Level: P4

Chinese Dance – Junior Team

Wushu display

iorTeam
Chinese Dance – Sen

Performers enjoying every moment

Natasha
Malay Dance

a
f Christopher Cheng with
Presenting our GOH Pro
token of appreciation

I felt really proud
of
myself and I am exc
ited
and looking forward
to
Level: P4
take part in the nex
t IN
UNISON concert. I lea
rnt
to dance using differe
nt
items such as sca
rfs
and baskets. I hav
e also learnt
more about the Ma
lay traditional
costumes. They were
very beautiful.
I hope I can be a profes
sional Malay
Dancer one day.

ing
I really enjoy perform
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the Indian dance. It
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Basitha
Indian Dance

Finale
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NAT IO NAL ED UC ATI ON & S O CIA L S TUD IE S
International Friendship Day 2015
The theme for International Friendship Day 2015 was “Deepening International Friendship”.

ge

The chopsticks challen

There was an exclusive segment during the assembly programme on how Singapore’s Founding
Prime Minister, the late Mr Lee Kuan Yew, had deepened Singapore’s friendships with many
other countries over the decades. It was a poignant moment as the school revisited the great
leader’s massive contributions to the nation.
The assembly programme also focused on a common favourite item among everyone - food;
which can bind friendships. The students were visually treated to a wide variety of food items that
could be found in South East Asia ranging from Thailand’s ‘Tom Yum Soup’ to the ‘Lechon’ from
The Philippines. The assembly programme concluded with an activity that taught students how to
handle a daily utensil - the chopsticks.

Bonding time for

students

The students also had fun during their Social Studies lessons as they made friendship flowers
(Lower Primary) and built friendship boats (Upper Primary) with the help of their classmates to
promote the spirit of team-building and friendship.

Total Defence Day 2015
Our school commemorated Total Defence Day on 11 February 2015. The theme for this year
is “Our SAF: Giving Strength to Our Nation”.

2015 marks 50 years of Singapore’s independence as well as the formation of the Singapore
Armed Forces (SAF). As a cornerstone of Singapore’s past, present and future, the SAF is the
strength of our nation. It provides the security that allows us to remain an independent and
sovereign state and for our economy to grow and prosper. As we pay tribute to the SAF men
and women for safeguarding Singapore’s security, we must remember that the responsibility
of defending Singapore lies not just with the SAF but also with each and every Singaporean.
We need to harness the strength that is in all of us, to play our part in Total Defence because
Singapore is our home, and is worth defending.

Mr Vinod sharing
his
army experience
with
Mr
g
the
nkin
sch
tha
ool
A Compassvalite
National
Vinod Chandar for his
s
ent
Service commitm

Trip For International Experience for
Primary 4 Pupils to Malacca
A total of 172 students and 21 teachers embarked on an
educational and cultural immersion in Malacca on 28 and 29
May 2015 as part of the Trip for International Experience (TIE).

Among the highlights, our students visited a local Malaysian
school, a heritage museum, a ‘kampong’ and the heritage city
of Malacca itself.

sing for a class
Nothing beats po
ether!
photograph tog

Using a pail and rop

e to try getting som
e
water in a well.

The participants even had opportunities to participate in an art
activity on batik painting, a traditional martial art display and a
‘Baba Nonya’ cultural show.
It was certainly an enriching experience for all the students. In
terms of character building, the pupils had learned to be more
responsible for themselves and their fellow schoolmates, and
being appreciative of being a Singaporean.

the Baba
ide explaining
.
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A museum gu
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P5 Learning Journey to Little India
P4 Learning Journey to
Kampong Glam
The P4 students embarked
on a learning journey
to Kampong Glam on 7
April 2015 to extend and
enrich their educational
experience. At the end of
the learning journey, they
were more aware of the
heritage, cultures, customs
and traditions of the Malay
Community.
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Our Primary 5 students had a fun-filled experience
at Little India. Pupils experienced the sights, smells
and sounds of Little India during their visit to the
heritage site and learned about the traditions and
practices of the Indian community. Students also
studied the various architectural designs of the
buildings and through the activities, they learned to
identify the influence of various cultures on these
buildings. Students also gained a deeper insight on
how the different road names came about.
Students were provided with opportunities to
observe various trades that still exist in Little India.
These include henna drawing, garland making and
the old trade of spice mills.

2 of the areas within the Kampong Glam
vicinity which the P4 pupils visited

Overall, the students had an engaging and unique
experience through the learning journey.
Students listening to the history of the Tang Teng
Niah House, one of the last remaining Chinese
villas in Little India

vibrant
Students looking at the
ets and
colors of the Indian swe
savories

W O R KH O P S FO R P A R EN T S
Math Workshops For Parents
Parents play a pivotal role in providing a supportive environment
for our pupils to learn. Partnerships between the school and
parents complement the school’s efforts in developing the needs
of every student. With this belief, the Mathematics department
organised the following workshops this year to provide platforms
and opportunities for parents and teachers to work-in-hand to
help our students to achieve greater confidence in the learning
of Mathematics.

Primary

Topic Area

Date

Presenters

5

Mathematics
Problem Solving

31 January 2015

Mr Stewart Teng
(from VisibleMATH)

1

How Mathematics is
taught in schools

17 March 2015

Mdm Lim Shuh Huey
Ms Farah
Ms Joyce Lim

Parents had hands-on practices on solving word problems during both
workshops. Many of them found the sessions informative and useful as they had
learnt various strategies to guide their children in the subject at home.
Through feedback given by the parents, we are glad to note that many of the
parents would apply what they have learnt from the workshops to support and
enhance their children’s Mathematics skills at home.

Cyber Wellness Workshop for Parents

ary 5 students

op for Parents of Prim

Problem-Solving Worksh

Cyber Wellness refers to the positive well-being of internet
users. It involves an understanding of online behaviour and
awareness of how to protect oneself in cyberspace.
As parents play a key role in managing their child’s
internet exposure, the school organised a Cyber Wellness
Workshop for parents on 31 January 2015. Entitled “5 More
Minutes? The Addictive Nature of Computer Gaming”, the
workshop is a collaborative effort by CVPS Cyber Wellness
Committee, Family Matters @ School and the Touch Cyber
Wellness Committee
Participants were brought on a journey to discover the world
of computer gaming so as to have a better understanding
on why children and teenagers are hooked to them. The
speaker, Mr Shem Yao, shared about the symptoms and
effects of problematic gaming.
Through the joint effort of parents and the school, we hope
that our students will adopt the right values and attitude
when using technology.

Mr Shem Yao sharing

tips on positive role-mo

deling with parents.

Raise A Reader Workshop
The Raise A Reader Workshop was held at the beginning of the school term
and was attended by parents of the Primary 1 students. The main objective of
the workshop was to equip parents with different approaches of instilling a love
for reading in young children.
The speaker of the workshop, Ms Shimah, from the National Library Board,
introduced the various reading materials and activities that parents could try
at home to encourage their children to read. She also taught the participants
how they could select appropriate books for their children based on their
reading abilities. The participants were also introduced to the National Library
Board’s eResources which are available on its website.
After the talk, parents had the opportunity to browse through a selection of
books which are available in National Library Board libraries.
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S T A FF MATTERS
New Staff in CVPS 2015
We would like to extend a warm welcome to the following
teaching staff who have joined our CVPs Family in January
2015. They are Ms Ellena Tan, Mrs Ariff and Mr Chia Tet Hong.
We wish them a fruitful and enriching career in CVPS.

Staff Bonding – Beginning
Teachers & Supervisors
Our group of Senior Teachers organised and facilitated a
bonding session on 9th January 2015 for the Beginning
Teachers and their supervisors. The BTs had a fun-filled
time getting to know their supervisors through activities such
as learning to make truffles and cotton candies . It was an
enjoyable and enriching experience to set off the year to a
good start.

n

Mdm Ellena Ta

Mr Chia Tet Hong
Mrs Ariff

Workshop on Training Pupils to Answer
Science Open-ended Questions
The Science Department organised a workshop for the
Science teachers on 8th January 2015. The workshop aimed
to provide the teachers with a better understanding of how to
train and help the students in answering Science open-ended
questions confidently. The workshop was conducted by Dr Boo
Hong Kwen who is a very experienced trainer.

The teachers had hands-on practices in answering open-ended
questions and Dr Boo shared a few key answering techniques
they can used when guiding the students. Dr Boo and the
co-trainer also modelled hands-on experimental activities to
show how the teachers can use them to probe and stretch the
students in their responses.
This workshop has given the teachers a better understanding
on how to facilitate and guide the students in crafting correct
and relevant scientific answers when making responses. It
has also equipped teachers with strategies in providing better
feedback to support the students in their learning.

MOE IDEAS Bank Best Suggestion
of the Year (Schools) Award 2014
The school would like to congratulate
our HOD/Science, Mr Alex Lee on
being presented the trophy for MOE
IDEAS Bank (MIB) Best Suggestion
of the Year (Schools) Award 2014.
Mr Lee’s
suggestion was on
`Interactive Learning Displays for
Outdoor Science Learning’ which
aims to enhance the learning of
Science concepts in the school
eco-garden. Superintendent of N3
Cluster, Mdm Goh Mee Mee, presented the trophy
to Mr Lee on MOE’s behalf.

Staff Promotion 2015

by Dr. Boo to
Sharing of techniques
answering of
help students in their
questions.
Science open-ended

Hands-on practices at
answering open-ended
questions by Science teachers.

We would like to
congratulate our staff
who were promoted to
the next substantive
grade with effect from 1st
October 2014 and 1st
April 2015.
Our heartfelt
congratulations to all
promotees!

